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Transforming global energy use to create a clean, prosperous, and secure low-carbon future.

New Colorado policy targets will require GHG reduction across all sectors
GHG emissions and new economy-wide GHG targets
Colorado, MMT CO2e
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Source: EIA, Colorado GHG inventory

New policies lay the groundwork for building electrification in Colorado
Policy change
Social cost of carbon will be
included in utility cost-benefit
calculations

Air Quality Control Commission
directed to enact rules in support
of GHG goals

Building code upgrades

Implications for building electrification
• Utility electrification programs can increase incentives and still
pass cost-effectiveness tests, especially as grid gets cleaner

• Potential synergy between reduction in fuel combustion in
buildings with efforts to reduce NO2, a precursor to ozone
• Plan to develop “blueprint for building electrification” opens door
to more specific actions
• Higher efficiency new buildings better suited to heat pumps in
cold climates
• Potential code upgrades could specify all-electric new
construction
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What other states have done
New York: Energy Efficiency Requirements
• New York Public Service Commission is requiring
utilities to achieve part of their energy efficiency targets
with heat pumps
• Equivalent to ~80k households by 2025
• Enabled by PSC authority to consider greenhouse gas
reduction as one of its goals
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What other states have done
Vermont: RPS integration
• Vermont’s Renewable Energy Standard includes a
separate requirement for utilities to reduce customer
fossil fuel use
• Increasing requirement is based on fossil fuel
displaced, as equivalent to utility kWh sales
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What other states have done
California: State-funded incentive programs
• 2018 law funded incentive programs focused on new
construction and retrofit
• $50 million per year funding
• Carveouts for participation by low- and moderateincome customers
Additional California activity

• Several cities considering banning new connections to
gas system
• California Energy Commission was directed to evaluate
how to reduce building emissions; is studying transition
away from gas infrastructure altogether
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Top themes in policy proposals for building electrification
1

Build a vision for building decarbonization, with
timelines and targets

2

Ensure new buildings are zero emissions

3

Align retrofit incentives and programs with carbon goals

4

Stop expanding the gas distribution system, and plan
for infrastructure transition

5

Address air quality and health impacts of fuel
combustion in buildings
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